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Chapter 1TOWARDS THE ROBUSTINTERSECTION OF IMPLICIT QUADRICSLaurent Dupont, Sylvain Lazard and Sylvain PetitjeanLoria-CNRS & Inria LorraineBP 239, 54506 Vand�uvre edex, Frane{dupont,lazard,petitjea}�loria.frDaniel LazardLIP6, Universit�e Pierre et Marie CurieBô�te 168, 4 plae Jussieu, 75252 Paris edex 05, FraneDaniel.Lazard�lip6.frAbstrat We are interested in eÆiently and robustly omputing a parametriform of the intersetion of two impliit quadris with rational oeÆ-ients. Our method is similar in spirit to the general method introduedby J. Levin for omputing an expliit representation of the intersetionof two quadris, but extends it in several diretions. Combining resultsfrom the theory of quadrati forms, a projetive formalism and newtheorems haraterizing the intersetion of two quadrati surfaes, weshow how to obtain parametri representations that are both \simple"(the size of the oeÆients is small) and \as rational as possible".Keywords: Robustness of geometri omputations, quadri surfae intersetion.1. IntrodutionComputing the intersetion of quadri surfaes is an important stepin the boundary evaluation of seond-order CSG solids [13℄ and in thedetermination of the onvex hull of quadri surfae pathes [7℄.In solid modeling, the two most widely used types of objet repre-sentation are onstrutive solid geometry (CSG) and boundary repre-sentation (B-Rep). Sine both representations have their own respe-1



2tive advantages (modeling is more exible and intuitive with primitivesolids, but rendering on graphial display systems is easier with B-Reps),solid modeling kernels often need an eÆient and reliable way to swithfrom CSG to B-Rep representation. Boundary evaluation, also knownas CSG-to-B-Rep onversion, is a well understood problem. However,past approahes have often put more emphasis on eÆieny than on ro-bustness and auray. Most urrent modelers use only �nite-preisionarithmeti for CSG-to-B-Rep onversion. The topologial onsistenyof the omputed B-Rep an easily be jeopardized by small amounts oferror in the data introdued by �nite-preision omputations. For manyappliations in design and automated manufaturing, where topologialonsisteny and possibly auray are ritial, this may be unaeptable.Designing reliable, aurate and robust algorithms is urrently a ma-jor interest of the omputational geometry and solid modeling researhommunities (see, e.g., [2, 14℄). A number of approahes have beenproposed for the robust and aurate boundary evaluation of polyhe-dral models [1, 4℄. Most rely heavily on numerial omputation, withvarying dependene on exat and oating-point arithmeti. Comput-ing the topologial struture of a B-Rep involves aurate evaluation ofsigns of arithmeti expressions. Assuming the input data has a boundedpreision and allowing whatever bit-length is neessary for number rep-resentation, these signs an be omputed exatly.By ontrast, there has been muh less work on robust CSG-to-B-Reponversion algorithms for urved primitives. A major reason is that out-side the linear realm, exat arithmeti omputations require algebrainumbers whih annot in general be represented expliitly with a �nitenumber of bits. In addition, omputation with algebrai numbers is ex-tremely slow. One notable exeption is the work of Keyser et al. [8, 9℄on the boundary evaluation of low-degree CSG solids spei�ed with ra-tional parametri surfaes. The authors use exat arithmeti, presentompat data strutures for representing the boundary urves as alge-brai urves and the boundary verties as algebrai numbers and useeÆient algorithms for omputing the intersetion urves of parametrisurfaes.The quadrati nature of the equations de�ning quadri surfaes per-mits an expliit representation of the intersetion urves. In other words,it is theoretially possible to ompute a fully parametri representationof the boundary of quadri-based solids. The general method for om-puting an expliit parametri representation of the intersetion betweentwo quadris is due to J. Levin [11, 12℄. This seminal work has been ex-tended in many di�erent diretions. For instane, arguing that Levin'smethod does not yield expliit information on the morphologial type



Towards the Robust Intersetion of Impliit Quadris 3of the intersetion urve, Farouki et al. [3℄ made a omplete theoretialstudy, for general quadri surfaes, of degenerate ases. Goldman andMiller [6℄ took a di�erent path and developed a speial-ase solution foreah of the possible pairs of natural quadris (i.e., planes, right ones,irular ylinders and spheres).Most of these methods were motivated by the belief that general meth-ods for interseting impliit quadri surfaes may not be numeriallyrobust and may fail in degenerate on�gurations. Indeed, no one hasreported thus far an algorithm for robustly omputing the intersetionbetween two general quadri surfaes. Reently, however, Geismann etal. [5℄ have shown how to exatly ompute a ell in an arrangement ofthree quadris.We show in this paper that the method of Levin an be improvedin several ways in order to remove most of the soures of numerial in-stabilities in the original algorithm. Using a ombination of projetiveformalism, redution of quadrati forms and new theorems harater-izing the intersetion of some quadri surfaes, we show, in partiular,how to avoid the appearane of nested radials (high-degree algebrainumbers).We present in Setion 2 basi de�nitions and notation. We reallin Setion 3 Levin's method for interseting two quadri surfaes, andpresent our method in Setion 4.2. PreliminariesIn the rest of this paper, we assume that eah quadri surfae Pis given as the zero-set in R3 of a quadrati impliit equation P withrational oeÆients in the variables (x1; x2; x3), i.e.,�1x21 + �2x22 + �3x23 + 2�4x1x2 + 2�5x1x3 + 2�6x2x3+ 2�7x1 + 2�8x2 + 2�9x3 + �10 = 0; (1.1)with �i 2 Q ; i = 1; : : : ; 10 and some �i 6= 0. Eq. (1.1) an be rewrittenin matrix form as XTPX = 0, with X = (x1; x2; x3; 1)T and P thesymmetri 4� 4 matrixP = 0BB��1 �4 �5 �7�4 �2 �6 �8�5 �6 �3 �9�7 �8 �9 �101CCA :We use the same notation P for a quadrati impliit equation and itsassoiated matrix; the orresponding quadri surfae is denoted P.



4 A quadri is said to be given in anonial form if its equation in someoordinate frame is of the formpXi=1 aix2i � rXi=p+1 aix2i + � = 0 orpXi=1 aix2i � rXi=p+1 aix2i � xr+1 = 0; (1.2)with ai > 0;8i; � 2 f0; 1g and p 6 r.The signature of P is an ordered pair (p; q) where p and q are the num-bers of positive and negative eigenvalues of P , respetively (the numberof null eigenvalues thus follows from the signature). If P has signature(p; q) then �P has signature (q; p), however, the quadri surfaes asso-iated with P and �P are idential. We thus de�ne here the signatureof a quadri surfae P as the ouple (p; q), p > q, where p and q are thenumbers of positive and negative eigenvalues of P (non-respetively).We will refer to the 3 � 3 upper left submatrix of P , denoted Pu, asthe prinipal submatrix of P . The determinant of this matrix is alledthe prinipal subdeterminant.Given two quadris P and Q, the penil generated by P and Q is theset of quadris R(�; �) of equation �P + �Q where (�; �) 2 R2 n f0; 0g.For simpliity of notation, we will onsider instead the penil generatedby P and Q as the set of quadris R(�) of equation P � �Q; � 2 R,augmented by the matrix Q. For simpliity of presentation, we willwrite that the quadri R(�) is equal to P ��Q. Finally, reall the well-known result that the intersetion between two distint quadri surfaesin a penil does not depend on the hoie of the two quadris.3. Levin's methodWe desribe in this setion the method presented by J. Levin in [11, 12℄for omputing a parameterized expression for the intersetion of twoquadri surfaes given by their impliit equations.Assume that P and Q are two distint quadri surfaes. Levin'smethod is based on his following key result.Theorem 1 ([11℄) The penil generated by two distint quadri sur-faes ontains at least one simple ruled quadri, i.e., the empty set or aquadri listed in Table 1.1.One important property of simple ruled quadris is that the value oftheir prinipal sub-determinants is zero. Levin's method is as follows.1 Find a simple ruled quadri in the penil generated by P and Q.This is ahieved by omputing the type of Q and of the quadris



Towards the Robust Intersetion of Impliit Quadris 5Table 1.1. Parameterization of anonial simple ruled quadrisquadri anonial equationai > 0 parameterizationX = [x1; x2; x3℄; u; v 2 Rline a1x21 + a2x22 = 0 X(u) = [0; 0; u℄simple plane x1 = 0 X(u; v) = [0; u; v℄double plane a1x21 = 0 X(u; v) = [0; u; v℄parallel planes a1x21 = 1 X(u; v) = [ 1pa1 ; u; v℄;X(u; v) = [� 1pa1 ; u; v℄interseting planes a1x21 � a2x22 = 0 X(u; v) = [ upa1 ; upa2 ; v℄;X(u; v) = [ upa1 ;� upa2 ; v℄hyperboli paraboloid a1x21 � a2x22 � x3 = 0 X(u; v) = [ u+v2pa1 ; u�v2pa2 ; uv℄paraboli ylinder a1x21 � x2 = 0 X(u; v) = [u; a1u2; v℄hyperboli ylinder a1x21 � a2x22 = 1 X(u; v) = [ 12pa1 (u+ 1u );12pa2 (u+ 1u ); v℄R(�) = P � �Q suh that � is solution1 of det (Ru(�)) = 0. ByTheorem 1, one of these quadri surfaes is simple ruled. Let R besuh a quadri and assume that R and P are distint (otherwise,hoose Q instead of P).2 Compute the orthogonal transformation T whih sendsR into anoni-al form. In the orthonormal oordinate frame in whihR is anonial,R has one of the parameterizations X of Table 1.1. Compute the ma-trix P 0 = T �1PT of the quadri surfae P in the anonial frame ofR and onsider the equation (augment X by a fourth oordinate setto 1) XTP 0X = a(u)v2 + b(u)v + (u) = 0: (1.3)The parameterizations of Table 1.1 are suh that a(u); b(u) and (u)are polynomials of degree two in u.3 Solve (1.3) for v in terms of u and determine the orresponding domainof validity of u on whih the solutions are de�ned. This domain anbe omputed exatly sine it is the set of u for whih the polynomialof degree four �(u) = b2(u) � 4a(u)(u) > 0. Substituting v by itsexpression in terms of u in X, we have a parameterization of P \Q =P \R in the orthonormal oordinate system where R is anonial.4 Report TX(u) and the orresponding domain of u 2 R on whih thesolution is de�ned, as the parameterized equation of P \ Q in theglobal oordinate frame.Levin's method is very nie and powerful sine it gives an expliit para-metri expression for the intersetion of two quadri surfaes given by



6their impliit equations. However, in terms of preision and robustness,the method is not ideal beause it introdues many irrational numbers.Thus, if a oating point representation of numbers is used, the result isimpreise or worse, the implementation rashes if no simple ruled quadriis found in step one. If an exat arithmeti representation is used, thenthe omputations are slow beause of the high degree of the algebrainumbers; in pratie however, beause of the high degree of these alge-brai numbers, a orret implementation using exat arithmeti seemsfairly impossible.To be preise, the method introdues irrational numbers (namelysquare and ubi roots) at the following di�erent steps:In Step 1, � is the root of a degree 3 polynomial in Q [X ℄; � an thus beexpressed with two levels of nested radials (ubi and square roots).In Step 2, the oeÆients of the transformation matrix T are expressedwith 4 levels of nested roots; indeed, the eigenvalues of Ru are the rootsof a degree-two polynomial in Q [X;�℄ (the degree of the polynomial istwo instead of three beause R is a simple ruled quadri); furthermore,the eigenvetors have to be normalized, introduing a new level in thenested square roots; the oeÆients of the transformation matrix arethus expressed with 2 levels of nested square roots in Q [�℄. Also inStep 2, some other oeÆients expressed with 4 levels of nested rootsappear in the parameterization X. Indeed, these terms appear in Xas the square roots of the eigenvalues of Ru, whih are solutions of adegree-two polynomial in Q [X; �℄.In Step 3, a square root appears when solving the degree 2 equa-tion (1.3). Note, however, that this radial is the square root of apolynomial in u, the parameter of the urve of intersetion.It is interesting to point out that the solutions produed by Levin'smethod tend to be very ompliated in pratie. Consider the simpleexample where P is a hyperboli paraboloid with equation ax21+bx1x2�x3 + 1 = 0, a; b > 0 and Q is anything. Then, R an be hosen equal toP, whih substantially simpli�es the solution (� = 0 and the number oflevels of nested radial is 2 instead of 4). Even then, the solution TXhas the form0BBBB� b(u+v)=p2pb2+(pa2+b2�a)2ppa2+b2+a+ b(u�v)=p2pb2+(pa2+b2+a)2ppa2+b2�a(pa2+b2�a)(u+v)=p2pb2+(pa2+b2�a)2ppa2+b2+a� (pa2+b2+a)(u�v)=p2pb2+(pa2+b2+a)2ppa2+b2�auv+11
1CCCCA :where v still has to be replaed by its solution of (1.3) in terms of u.



Towards the Robust Intersetion of Impliit Quadris 74. Our methodAs in Levin's method, we want to ompute an expliit parametriexpression for the intersetion of two quadri surfaes given by their im-pliit equations. However, we only report the omponents of the inter-setion that are of stritly positive dimension. This hoie is onsistentwith the appliations we are interested in, suh as CSG-to-B-Rep onver-sion, beause it only means that the primitives de�ning the CSG modelsare onsidered as open volumes. As Theorem 3 will show, not reportingomponents of dimension zero might simplify the omputations.We improve Levin's method in the following di�erent ways. Firstwe onsider the quadri surfaes in the real projetive spae of dimen-sion three, P3. One of the keys to Levin's method is the existene ofparameterizations of \enough" anonial quadri surfaes (the simpleruled quadris) suh that after substitution into the impliit equationof another quadri, we get a seond degree equation in one variablewith a disriminant � of degree four in another variable. We generalizeto projetive spae that aspet of Levin's method by presenting in Ta-ble 1.2 parameterizations, with the above property, for of all quadris,exept those of signature (3; 1) (see Theorem 2). (Eulidean quadrisof signature (3; 1) are ellipsoids, hyperboloids of two sheets, and elliptiparaboloids.) Considering quadris in projetive spae instead of Eu-lidean spae redues the number of times a quadri R, distint fromP, Q, has to be searhed for in the penil; indeed, in projetive spae, asearh has to be performed if and only if both P and Q are of signature(3; 1), although, in Eulidean spae, a searh has to be performed if andonly if both P and Q are of signature (3; 1) or amongst the ones, elliptiylinders or hyperboloids of one sheet.Theorem 2 Let P 0 be a symmetri real 4 � 4 matrix. The parame-terizations X presented in Table 1.2 are suh that XTP 0X is equal toaw2+bwt+ t2; a (wt)2+bwt+; or aw2+bw+, for the �rst, seondand three last parameterizations respetively, where � = b2 � 4a is ahomogeneous polynomial of degree 4 in the variables u; v.Our other key result for avoiding the apparition of irrational numbersis the following:Theorem 3 If two quadri surfaes P and Q both have signature (3; 1)and interset in more than two points (in P3) then there exists a rationalnumber � suh that P � �Q is not of signature (3; 1).This result is of interest beause of the following two reasons. Firstit ensures that the two quadris, P and R, we end up interseting have



8Table 1.2. Parameterization of projetive quadri surfaessignatureof Q anonial equationai > 0 parameterizationX = [x1; x2; x3; x4℄ 2 P3(4; 0) a1x21 + a2x22 + a3x23 + a4x24 = 0 Q = ;(3; 1) a1x21 + a2x22 + a3x23 � a4x24 = 0 detQ < 0(3; 0) a1x21 + a2x22 + a3x23 = 0 Q is a point(2; 2) a1x21 + a2x22 � a3x23 � a4x24 = 0 X = [ut+vwpa1 ; uw�vtpa2 ; ut�vwpa3 ; uw+vtpa4 ℄;(u;v);(w;t)2P1(2; 1) a1x21 + a2x22 � a3x23 = 0 X = [u2+v22pa1 ; u2�v22pa2 ; uvpa3 ; wt℄;(u;v;w;t)2P3(2; 0) a1x21 + a2x22 = 0 X = [0; 0; u; v℄; (u; v) 2 P1(1; 1) a1x21 � a2x22 = 0 X = [ upa1 ; upa2 ; v; w℄;X = [ upa1 ;� upa2 ; v; w℄;(u;v;w)2P2(1; 0) a1x21 = 0 X = [0; u; v; w℄; (u; v; w) 2 P2rational oeÆients. Seondly, the � 2 Q , suh that R(�) = P � �Qis not of signature (3; 1), an be omputed, most of the time, with nor-mal oating-point arithmeti. Indeed, �rst notie that R(�) is not ofsignature (3; 1) if and only if detR(�) > 0, and that 9� 2 R suh thatdetR(�) > 0, by Theorem 1. It follows that, in most of the ases, thereexists an interval of � 2 R on whih detR(�) > 0. Thus, we an om-pute approximatively the roots of detR(�) = 0, then hoose a rationalnumber in eah interval indued by these omputed roots, and �nd outwhether one of these rational numbers is suh that detR(�) > 0. If wefound suh a � we report the quadri R(�) whih is not of signature(3; 1); due to the lak of spae, we do not disuss here how to ompute� otherwise.Our last ontribution is the introdution of Gauss' redution methodfor quadrati forms for transforming R into a anonial frame in Step 2.Using Gauss' redution method instead of �nding an orthogonal trans-formation as in Levin's method, simpli�es substantially the form of thesolutions. As an example, using just Gauss' redution method on theexample of Setion 3 where P is a hyperboli paraboloid of equationax21 + bx1x2 � x3 + 1 = 0, a; b > 0, gives a solution TX of the form( vpa ; pa(u�v)b ; uv + 1; 1)T .Our algorithm is as follows.1 Find a quadri surfae R with rational oeÆients in the penil gen-erated by P and Q suh that detR > 0, or report that the interse-tion of P and Q is of dimension 0. This is ahieved as follows. If
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